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Abstract

Evaluation of a recommender system algorithm is a challenging task due to the many possible scenarios

in which such systems may be deployed. We have designed a new performance plot called the CROC curve

with an associated statistic: the area under the curve. Our CROC curve supplements the widely used

ROC curve in recommender system evaluation by discovering performance characteristics that standard

ROC evaluation often ignores. Empirical studies on two domains and including several recommender system

algorithms demonstrate that combining ROC and CROC curves in evaluation can lead to a more informed

characterization of performance than using either curve alone.

Keywords: Recommender systems, collaborative filtering, performance evaluation



1 Introduction

Recommender systems (RS) suggest items of interest to users based on their explicit and implicit preferences,

the preferences of other users, and user and item attributes. Methods for conveying recommendations to

users are virtually unlimited. Recommendations can be sent through Email solicitation (push mechanism),

through explicit user request (pull mechanism) or as a suggestion in a web page the user is viewing (push

mechanism). In many applications the number of recommendations made to each user must be limited to a

handful in order to prevent information fatigue among the user base. However, traditional evaluation metrics

for recommender systems–including ROC curves and mean absolute error (MAE) statistics–do not take this

phenomenon into account, and may reward recommender systems that skew the number of recommendations

to the users who rate most frequently or most highly.

In this paper we will explore a new performance plot, called the CROC curve, which evaluates system

performance in situations where each user receives the same number of recommendations. While traditional

ROC curves uncover the raw performance of an RS algorithm, our CROC curve measures the ability of the

RS to provide reasonable recommendations across a wide user base; thus we find significant advantages in

using both CROC and ROC metrics together. ROC curves are formed by creating one large ranked list

of recommendations (pi,mj), indicating user i likes/rates/purchases item j. Optimizing performance on

an ROC curve can mean dramatically skewing recommendations to the most active users or the users who

rate more highly on average. In contrast, the CROC curve creates one ranked list for each user, interleaving

recommendations evenly among users. In this way recommendations are constrained in the CROC evaluation

so that each user receives the same number of recommendations, though different users will receive a separate

set of recommendations according to their predicted preferences.

We demonstrate our two-metric evaluation strategy by recommending web pages and movies: predicting

both explicit ratings in the form of a rating in the scale 1−5 in addition to implicit preference information

such as a web site visitation. In order to ascertain the value of the CROC curve, we evaluate three machine

learning algorithms while including baseline popularity-ranked recommendations. We evaluate in settings

where we must recommend items nobody has rated before (i.e. recommending from a cold-start) as well as

in the hot-start setting. In all of these situations we pinpoint advantages and disadvantages of the different

recommender system algorithms tested, leading to some surprising conclusions about RS performance. Our

insights into algorithm performance demonstrate the advantage of combining ROC and CROC metrics in

evaluation, compared to current practices that ignore the consequences of recommendation constraints in

performance summarization.
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2 Background and Related Work

To date, most comparisons among algorithms have been empirical or qualitative in nature [13, 27], though

some worst-case performance bounds have been derived [8, 20], some general principles advocated [8], and

some fundamental limitations explicated [21]. Techniques suggested in evaluating recommender system per-

formance include mean absolute error, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves, ranked list techniques

[3, 13, 31] and variants of precision/recall statistics [27]. Our CROC curve defined and developed in this

paper can be viewed as a ROC curve created through constraints on the recommendations. Sarwar et al. [27]

define analogous constraints on precision/recall statistics. Our contribution adds to the work of Sarwar et

al. by demonstrating why traditional metrics such as ROC curves and precision/recall must be adjusted for

the recommender system domain; we show that ROC curves and CROC curves frequently have conflicting

statements about which recommender systems are best. Breese et al. [3] propose another method to combine

performance information about individual users. Their R metric averages performance over the entire user

base using an exponential decay in the user’s attention as the user peruses further and further down a list

of recommendations. Unlike the R rank metric, the ROC and CROC methods employed in our evaluation

have no parameters that must be set prior to evaluation, such as a decay rate.

Recommender system algorithms can be classified into collaborative filtering, content filtering, or methods

that combine both forms of information. Pure collaborative filtering methods [3, 14, 17, 25, 34] base their

recommendations on community preferences (e.g., user ratings and purchase histories), ignoring user and

item attributes (e.g., demographics and product descriptions). On the other hand, pure content-based

filtering or information filtering methods [19, 26] typically match query words or other user data with item

attribute information, ignoring data from other users. Several hybrid algorithms combine both techniques

[1, 4, 6, 10, 23, 32]. Though “content” usually refers to descriptive words associated with an item, we use

the term more generally to refer to any form of item attribute information including, for example, the list

of actors in a movie.

Early recommender systems were pure collaborative filters that computed pairwise similarities among

users and recommended items according to a similarity-weighted average [24, 34]. Breese et al. [3] refer to

this class of algorithms as memory-based algorithms. Subsequent authors employed a variety of techniques

for collaborative filtering, including hard-clustering users into classes [3], simultaneously hard-clustering users

and items [36], soft-clustering users and items [16, 23], singular value decomposition [28], inferring item-item

similarities [29], probabilistic modeling [3, 6, 12, 22, 23, 31, 32], machine learning [1, 2, 20], and list-ranking

[5, 8, 21]. More recently, authors have turned toward designing hybrid recommender systems that combine

both collaborative and content information in various ways [1, 4, 6, 10, 23, 31, 32].
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One difficult, though common, problem for a recommender system is the cold-start problem, where rec-

ommendations are required for items that no one (in our data set) has yet rated.1 Cold-start recommending

is particularly hard since pure collaborative filtering approaches fail: new users have no history, yet history

is the sole training information of a pure collaborative filtering system. In this work we will benchmark

recommender systems in hot-start settings in addition to the new-item cold-start setting. Benchmarking in

the cold-start setting requires slight changes in the experimental design, but exposes convenient theoretical

properties of the CROC metric.

In the sections that follow we define the ROC and CROC curves for recommender system evaluation,

and then describe the algorithms used in the empirical evaluation and the experimental setup. Results and

discussion follow.

3 Evaluation Metrics

In this section we define constrained and unconstrained modes of allocating recommendations and explore

their consequences for evaluation of algorithms. Formally, we define a recommendation as a pair (p,m)

interpreted to mean “recommend m to p.” We can imagine creating a ranked list out of all possible recom-

mendations (a |P | · |M | sized list), and pulling off the top n to actually recommend. There are no constraints

introduced as of yet; theoretically a recommender system may choose to recommend all items to a particular

user before recommending items to any other user. In fact, we will find in practice that certain algorithms

will recommend more often to some users than to others if unconstrained.

Alternatively, we may wish to know the performance of our system under circumstances where we recom-

mend the same number of items to each user. We refer to these two models of recommender system usage as

unconstrained and constrained recommending respectively, and develop evaluation metrics for each case. In

the constrained mode of recommending, we create |P | separate ranked lists of recommendations: one list per

user. To make n total constrained recommendations we pull |P |/n recommendations off of the top of each of

the |P | lists. The following sections describe metrics for both unconstrained and constrained recommending.

1The phrase cold start has also been used to describe the situation when almost nothing is known about customer preferences

[11] (e.g., a start-up company has little or no purchase history for its customers). The problem of making recommendations

for new users can also be thought of as a cold-start problem, falling within the framework of pure information filtering or

information retrieval [26].
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3.1 Unconstrained Evaluation: The ROC Curve

For unconstrained recommending, we employ the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve [35] advocated

for recommender system evaluation by Herlocker et al. [13]. ROC curves are suited for tracking performance

in binary classification tasks while varying a classification threshold. RS applications are cast as binary

classification when we classify a person/movie pair as like/does-not-like (rating prediction) or purchased/did-

not-purchase (implicit rating prediction). Instead of varying a threshold, we vary the number of top (p,m)

tuples in a ranked list that we use as recommendations. ROC curves plot the false-alarm rate on the x-axis

against the hit rate2 on the y-axis where we have:

hit rate =
tp

tp + fn

false alarm rate =
fp

fp + tn
.

The number of true positives, denoted tp, are the number of positive examples we correctly identify as such.

The number of false positives, denoted fp, are the number of negatives that we miss-classify as positive. The

definitions for true negatives (tn) and false negatives (fn) are analogous. ROC curves have the convenient

property that random recommendation is characterized by an expected plot of a forty-five degree line from

the lower-left to upper-right corners of the graph, and perfect performance is characterized by a horizontal

line one unit above the origin. A useful statistic for summarizing the curve is the area under the curve.

Here, perfect performance is characterized by area 1.0 and random performance with expected area 0.5.

ROC curves are constructed in the following manner:

1. Order the predictions pred(pi,mj) in a list by magnitude, imposing an ordering: (p,m)k.

2. Pick k′, calculate hit/false-alarm rates caused by predicting the top k ′ (p,m)k

in the list, and plot the point.

By selecting different k′ (e.g. incrementing k′ by a fixed amount) we draw a curve on the graph.

3.2 Constrained Evaluation: The CROC Curve

For the constrained mode of recommending we introduce the CROC, or Customer ROC curve. The curve

plots hit rates and false-alarm rates as defined in the standard ROC curve setting, however a constraint

is imposed so that each user gets the same number of recommendations. This is achieved by creating one

separate ranked list for each user in the data set and plotting points along the curve by recommending the

2false alarm is a synonym for false positive while hit is a synonym for a true positive.
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top k items on each list. Note that the |P | ranked lists can have independent orderings of items, so users

are potentially recommended separate sets of items.

In most forms of recommender system evaluation, users have different numbers of observations in the

testing set; it is common practice to remove training set data from consideration in testing. In this case the

|P | lists have different lengths. There are exceptions to this rule, for instance when performing certain types

of cold-start evaluation where none of the test set events occur in training. Also, there may be alternative

scenarios where a data set contains information about repeated purchases of an item, and therefore it should

be permitted to recommend all person/item pairs in testing. However, the evaluations in this paper assume

that we do not want to recommend an item if we know that a user has previously seen, purchased or rated

that item.

Let n(p) be the number of items available to user p in the test set observations. According to the CROC

curve evaluation, the recommendation problem is essentially to guess which k of the n(p) items each user p

will like/purchase. When n(p) varies by p (i.e. the |P | lists have different lengths), we make at most n(p)

recommendations for user p. The algorithm for generating the CROC curve is:

1. For each person pi, order the predictions pred(pi,mj) in a list by magnitude imposing an

ordering: (m)k.

2. Pick k′, calculate hit/false-alarm rates caused by recommending the top predicted min(k ′, n(p))

movies to each person p from their own list and plot the hit rate against the false-alarm rate.

By varying k′ we generate the different points along the curve.

There are some important differences between the CROC curve and the ROC curve. For example the

perfect recommender in a CROC curve is not necessarily a horizontal line one unit above the x-axis. To

see why, imagine evaluating an omniscient (i.e. perfect) recommender on a data set with three people each

with six observations: person a likes only four out of six movies, person b likes only two out of six movies,

and person c likes all six movies. When we recommend four movies to each person, we end up with two

false-positives from person b, lowering the area of the curve. However, for any particular data set, we can

plot the curve and calculate the area of the omniscient recommender in order to facilitate comparison.

Random performance in the CROC curve is another important behavior to understand. A natural

question to ask is whether a random recommender gives an expected plot consisting of a forty-five degree
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line as in the ROC curve. When each user has the same number of test set observations this quality holds

for the CROC plot, as we will prove. An experiment where k items are sampled without replacement

from a population of size N with s successes in the population follows the hypergeometric distribution [7].

Consequently, the expected number of successes is sk/N . Assume for the moment that each user has the same

number of observations (items) for recommendation in a test set: n(p) = N . Further, we denote the number

of items each user has rated highly (success events) in the entire test set pool as s(p). In what follows, |P |

is the total number of users we make recommendations for, and S is the total number of successes, summed

over all users.

Theorem 1 (CROC Random Recommendation) The expected CROC curve of a random recommender

on a test set where each user has the same number of observations is a forty-five degree line.

Proof: Making k recommendations to user p leads to expected number of hits ks(p)/N . Summing over all

users we obtain expected number of hits:

k

N

∑

p

s(p) =
kS

N
(1)

leading to expected hit rate k
N . Making k recommendations to user p leads to expected number of false alarms

k(N − s(p))/N . Summing over all users we obtain:

k

N

∑

p

[N − s(p)] =
k(|P |N − S)

N
(2)

leading to expected false-alarm rate k
N . The expected CROC point coordinates after k random reccomendations

is therefore ( kN ,
k
N ), leading to a forty-five degree line. 2

The theorem applies for cold-start implicit rating and cold-start explicit rating prediction, as defined in

Section 5. Section 6.2 provides opportunity to confirm that the forty-five degree line described in the

theorem holds up well in practice. Our other evaluations do not invoke this theorem due to having different

test set observation counts for different users. In cases where the number of observations varies for each

user, we can provide no theoretical guarantee on the random recommender at the moment. With a little

thought it becomes clear that in circumstances where having fewer observations is correlated with having a

greater number of positive outcomes, the expected curve will be above the forty-five degree line. The lack

of theoretical guarantee has not been an impediment to other performance measures such as mean absolute

error or precision/recall curves. In cases where we can not invoke the theorem, we can simulate random

recommendation and plot the CROC curve to provide this baseline.
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3.3 Interpreting ROC and CROC Curves

On both ROC and CROC curves the portion of the curve of special interest in evaluation is the left-hand side

of the curve. The left-hand side corresponds to making k recommendations where k is small in comparison

to the total number of recommendations we could make. In most applications we have only the opportunity

to recommend a few items before a user gets tired of looking at the list of suggestions, and so performance on

the left-hand side of the curve is critical. In our present experiments we plot the entire curve and calculate

the area under the entire curve. Alternatively, we might have truncated the curve at a low false-alarm rate

such as 0.3 and calculated the area under this portion of the curve to lend greater emphasis to the region of

interest.

4 Recommender System Algorithms Tested

In this paper, we apply and evaluate three probabilistic methods for describing the relationship between

people and items: a logistic principal component analysis, an aspect model, and a näıve Bayes model. We

will also employ popularity ranked recommendation methods that effectively recommend the most popular

items or recommend only to users that seem to like everything. Popularity rank methods are interesting

because they are the simplest to implement and as we will see in the evaluations sometimes outperform other

algorithms. For consistency’s sake, the models are denoted in the form of a movie recommendation task with

the symbol m standing for a particular movie. However, in our evaluation we will recommend web pages as

well.

4.1 Logistic Principal Component Analysis

Logistic principal component analysis (LPCA) [33] is a dimensionality reduction technique for binary data

that is derived from a generalization of standard principal component analysis in the same way that logistic

regression is derived from the generalized linear model framework. In the movie recommendation domain

we use |P |, |M | and |L| to denote the number of people, movies and the latent dimensions, respectively.

Given a Person×Movie matrix X of binary occurrence data indicating whether person p sees movie m, we

hypothesize a latent space of dimension |L| where |L| << |M | . We reduce the original data X to a set

of coordinates (U = |P | × |L| matrix) in a lower dimensional axis (V = |L| × |M | matrix). We calculate

coordinates and axis (U and V ) by maximizing the likelihood:

L =

|P |∑

p=1

|M |∑

m=1

[Xpm log σ(Θpm) + (1−Xpm) log σ(−Θpm)] (3)
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where Θ factors into U and V as described in Table 1 and the logistic function σ(θ) is defined as:

σ(θ) =
1

1 + exp(−θ)
. (4)

In our benchmarking experiments we estimate the parameters through the alternating least squares (ALS)

algorithm described in Schein et al. [33], but fit the dimensions in a stagewise fashion (e.g. determine

dimension k − 1, fix it and then determine dimension k). We set the number of dimensions by performing

validation on a portion of the training data, using a separate test set of observations only at final evaluation.

4.2 The Two-Way Aspect Model

The aspect model, a latent class variable framework designed for contingency table smoothing [15], appears

natural for the task of predicting an association between p and m. Figure 1 (a) shows a graphical model

description of the aspect model for a person/movie contingency table and Table 2 explains our notation

used in the graphical model as well as in other descriptions of the aspect model applied to the movie

recommendation task.

4.2.1 Pure Collaborative Filtering Model

The aspect model of Figure 1 (a) encodes a probability distribution over each person/movie pair. In other

RS domains we replace the movie symbol M with the item of interest. Observations consist of tuples (p,m)

recording that person p has seen/rated movie m. We store observations in a count matrix or contingency

table with rows ranging over people and columns ranging over movies (or vice versa). In some domains

the data may include multiple observations that are identical (e.g., Lyle saw Memento twice). With each

observation we increment by one the count of the appropriate contingency table cell (or matrix entry). A

näıve probability estimate for each cell is simply the observed frequency of events in that cell. However,

notice that using this method of assigning probabilities, an empty cell implies that there is zero probability

of the corresponding person seeing the corresponding movie, clearly an unrealistic inference.

An aspect model hypothesizes the existence of a hidden or latent variable z (e.g., an affinity for a particular

style of movies) that motivates person p to watch movie m. According to the generative model semantics,

person p chooses a latent class z, which in turn determines the movie m watched. The choice of movie m

is assumed independent of p given knowledge of z. Since z is hidden, we sum over possible choices to define

the distribution over (p,m):

P(p,m) =
∑

z

P(p)P(z|p)P(m|z). (5)
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Parameters P(z|p) and P(m|z) correspond to the processes of p stochastically choosing a latent class z, and

z stochastically choosing m. The P(p,m) values can be thought of as smoothed estimates of the probability

distribution of the contingency table. The latent variables perform the smoothing in a manner that maximizes

the model likelihood (by keeping estimates of P(p,m) close to the empirical distribution). The model also

creates smoothed estimates for the values P(p) and P(m), both taking their interpretations from contingency

table analysis. The parameters are calculated using the tempered EM algorithm as described in [15]. We

choose the number of latent classes using performance on a partition of training data as the criterion. Our

own source code for fitting the two-way aspect model is available online [30].3

4.2.2 Adding Content Information

The recommender system described so far is a pure collaborative filtering algorithm developed by Hofmann

and Puzicha [16]. In our benchmarking, we will employ the pure collaborative filtering aspect model to the

prediction of web page visitation. In addition, we will employ a similar model to cold-start recommendations

of movies. Since it is impossible to make cold-start recommendations with any pure collaborative filtering

model, we seek a way to implant content information into the aspect model. The person/actor aspect model

of Figure 1 (b) combines collaborative with content data in one model by exploiting lists of actors starring

in a movie as “content”:

P(p, a) =
∑

z

P(p)P(z|p)P(a|z). (6)

Person/content models of this form have been shown to improve performance when the pure collaborative

techniques suffer from sparse data [23].

We generate a dataset from the collaborative filtering model by taking the collaborative observations

(p,m) and creating a set of observations (p, ai) for each actor i in movie m. These newly formed observations

are not independent of each other, explicitly breaking a modeling assumption of the aspect model. In practice

the broken assumption does not prevent us from obtaining good results from this model.

4.2.3 Folding In

Notice that the person/actor aspect model does not have a movie object in the event space. In order to

recommend a movie, we must create a new movie object out of the set of actors that appear in that movie.

This pseudo-movie is then placed in the latent space based on the content information. We use Hofmann’s

[15] folding-in algorithm (originally used to fold term-queries into a document-word aspect model). For

3http://www.cis.upenn.edu/datamining/software dist/PennAspect/index.html
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example, suppose we have fit a person/actor model and want to fold-in a new movie. We create a new set

of parameters P(z|m) and use the actors in the movie {(a,m)} as evidence for placing the movie in latent

space in a manner that maximizes the likelihood of the movie. All of the original parameters from Eq. (6)

are held constant during the process. The exact EM algorithm operates as follows:

E-Step:

P(z|a,m) ∝ P(a|z)P(z|m) (7)

M-Step:

P(z|m) ∝
∑

a

n(a,m)P(z|a,m) (8)

Recommendations are made using:

P(p|m) =
∑

z

P(p|z)P(z|m). (9)

If we desire an estimated value of P(p,m), we will first need to estimate or define P(m). To generate the

experimental results in this paper, we use a uniform prior probability assumption over movies.

4.3 Näıve Bayes Recommender

In cases where we wish to predict explicit rating rather than implicit preference information, we use the bag-

of-words näıve Bayes text classifier as applied to recommender systems tasks in [19], but in our case applied

to person/actor data. For each person a separate näıve Bayes classifier is trained so that no collaborative

information is used. Hence, this is a pure content-based method capable of cold-start recommendation. The

model is trained using Laplace smoothing.

Ratings prediction is computed with the probability function:

P(cj |M) =
P(cj)

P(M)

|M |∏

i=1

P(ai|cj) (10)

where the class cj is a rating. Embedded in formula (10) is the belief that all movies in the data set are

rated. In other words, näıve Bayes predicts given a rating has occurred which rating (cj) was applied. We

follow the experimental design of Melville et al. [18] who applied this classifier to a movie dataset similar

to our own; we duplicate some of their testing strategies while adding our own.

4.4 Recommendation by Popularity

The simplest strategy for a recommender system is to exploit popularity statistics. There are two types

of popularity: item and user. Item popularity is the tendency of certain items to be liked/purchased by
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most users. Similarly, user popularity is the phenomenon of certain users who like/purchase more items

than others. Traditional ROC and MAE measures of success reward systems that take either item, user or

combined popularity into account. In our evaluation of web pages, we take a combined popularity approach

to popularity recommendation. We train a linear regression model to predict whether a user did/did not

visit a web page URL using three terms:

1. The percentage of URLs in the data set the user visited

2. The percentage of people who visited the URL

3. An interaction term combining 1 and 2.

In cold-start settings such as our movie recommendation experiments we have no data on the percentage

of users who have rated the set of movies in our test set. Popularity-based recommending reduces to user

popularity recommending in the cold-start setting. The symmetrical method of item popularity is embedded

in the LPCA model when the latent dimensionality is zero; the bias vector ∆ of Table 1 captures item

popularity.

5 Data and Experimental Methodology

Our testing data comes from two sources: web access logs from www.microsoft.com [3] and the MovieLens

data set assembled by the GroupLens project [13] consisting of actual ratings of movies from a group of

users. The Microsoft web log consists solely of implicit rating information in the form of person p clicked

vRoot u, where a vRoot is a portion of the web site determined by URL prefix. In this section we define the

probabilistic event space and explore the alternative definitions of success and failure that can be used in

the context of testing a recommender system. Note that we distinguish between the definition of event from

the point of view of a recommender system algorithm from that of the testing framework. For instance, the

aspect model recommenders described in this paper define a probability that a person has rated a movie

from which we can create a ranked list of recommendations: (p,m)n. With a ranked list created in this

fashion we may predict like/dislike preferences, even though notions of like and dislike do not occur in the

aspect model’s input.4 Alternatively, we might train a recommender system using events that contain rating

information, but predict purchases or web page clicks rather than preferences. For this reason, we must

carefully define terms like event, success and failure separately in the context of the testing framework.

4It would be possible to modify the presentation of the aspect from what is described in this paper to facilitate the incor-

poration of ratings, but this remains a topic for later research.
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5.1 Definitions

Testing in the web log domain, we define the events as implicit rating events since no explicit preference for

a web page is indicated other than the page visitation. Formally, the events can be represented by the tuple:

(pi,mj).
5 Analogously, implicit rating events are defined on the MovieLens movie recommendation data by

removing the actual rating, and noting instead that the movie was rated. The number of possible events is

the size of the cross product: |P | · |M |. However, not all events are observed, i.e. constitute observations in

the statistical sense. Rating information is included in the MovieLens data set, so we have the opportunity

to create an alternative definition of event in a way that includes the rating: (pi,mj , r), where the variable r

encodes the rating. The definitions of positive and negative outcomes in making recommendations that are

used in building ROC and CROC curves vary depending on the type of testing. Three modes of testing with

their accompanying definitions of positive and negative are described below and summarized in Figure 2:

1. Implicit Rating Prediction

Implicit rating prediction refers to prediction of data such as purchase history; a purchase is not

necessarily an indication of satisfaction, but a purchase is an indication of some implicit need or desire

for an item. For MovieLens data evaluated in the implicit rating setting we predict that a person

has rated a movie, a task that is analogous to predicting a customer purchase. When evaluating

performance, we do not consider the rating itself or the positive events that occur in the training

set. The remaining events in the cross-product Person × Movie are included in the test set. Implicit

rating prediction is most appropriate for domains where explicit rating information is not available

and we are satisfied to recommend products that the user is likely to purchase on their own. Past

implicit evaluation work includes [22, 23, 32]. We will refer to MovieLens observations stripped of a

rating component as implicit rating data throughout this paper. We evaluate the aspect model on the

implicit rating task of the MovieLens data set for cold-start prediction. The LPCA model must be

generalized to incorporate content information before it is applied on a cold-start domain such as the

MovieLens evaluation.

The Microsoft data set falls under the category of the implicit rating task as the only rating information

is stored implicitly through the web site visits/clicks. We evaluate both the aspect model and the LPCA

model on the Microsoft data set using the given train/test splits of positive observations. Test set events

are taken from the cross product of Person × vRoot minus those events that occur in the training set:

corresponding to an assumption that we only predict vRoots we don’t observe in the training set.

5Here we continue the convention that mj can stand for either a web page or a movie depending on the domain.
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Other assumptions could be used alternatively.

2. Rating Prediction

In rating prediction we wish to predict both implicit rating and rating components of an observation

simultaneously. In MovieLens benchmarking we classify each person/movie pair that doesn’t occur in

the training observations into two groups:

a) pi rated mj ≥ 4.

b) pi did not rate mj ≥ 4.

Condition b includes the case where person i did not rate movie j at all.

3. Conditional Rating Prediction

Conditional rating prediction is prediction of ratings for items conditioned on our knowledge that such

a rating occurred. For the MovieLens data, we ask “given that a person has seen movie x, how likely

are they to rate it ≥ 4?” Our prior knowledge that the person has seen x means we have a implicit

rating observation to this effect. Our goal is to guess the best rating. We implement conditional

rating prediction testing by taking held out observations from the MovieLens data and predicting

ratings on this set. Unlike the implicit rating and explicit rating evaluation we do not consider the

the cross product Person × Movie in evaluation as all relevant information for testing are in the given

observations. In real-world applications we may have data sets where implicit rating observations

are available in large quantities, but the rating component is missing at random. Conditional rating

prediction measures success at filling in the missing values. Conditional rating prediction has been

used previously in [3, 13, 18] to evaluate recommender system performance.

The difference between the definitions for rating prediction and conditional rating prediction is subtle,

but potentially critical to interpreting real-world performance of recommender system algorithms. Figure 2

shows graphically the differences between rating prediction and conditional rating prediction. Unfortunately,

importance of the distinction remains untested due to lack of appropriate public data sets. The MovieLens

data set is most appropriate for conditional rating prediction evaluation due to the bias in event generation.

Initial movie selection shown to users are not entirely random and become less so as the user rates more

movies. Though our implicit rating evaluation partially reflects the ability of our RS method to capture the

training set bias in making predictions, we can still learn valuable lessons about the evaluation process itself

by implicit rating prediction on this data set.
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5.2 Data Preparation

The Microsoft web log data set [3] consists of 32,712 anonymous users and 286 vRoots (URL prefixes). The

data set comes with predetermined train/test splits of 98,655/15,192 positive events respectively. The mean

number of vRoot visits per user is 3.0.

The MovieLens data set [13] consists of 943 users and 1682 movies and events that include rating pref-

erences. In order to evaluate recommender systems under a cold-start scenario we split the movies into two

groups: 1351/331 (training/test) movies. There are 19,192 observed events for the test set movies out of

a possible total of 312,133. Of the test set observations, 10,640 contain a rating of 4 or higher, where the

rating scale is 1-5. In order to exploit casts of actors associated with the individual movies we downloaded

relevant information from the Internet Movie Database (http://www.imdb.com). We sped up model fitting

by considering only actors billed in the top ten and eliminating actors who appear in only one movie.

6 Results

The results are divided into three categories: implicit rating testing of the Microsoft data set, implicit rating

testing of the MovieLens data set and conditional rating prediction testing on the MovieLens data set.

6.1 Microsoft Web Log Implicit Rating Testing

Figure 3 shows ROC and CROC plots of LPCA, the aspect model and the popularity recommender. The

popularity recommender is the method described in Section 4.4 combining both user and item popularity

through a linear regression. The LPCA model tested has latent dimension |L| = 0; it relies on the bias

vector ∆ described in Schein et al. [33]. The size |L| = 0 was chosen during cross-validation on a training

set partition where we determined that overfitting begins at |L| = 1. When training LPCA in this manner,

the model reduces to an item popularity recommender. The aspect model is tested with four latent variables

as determined during cross-validation on the training set.

There are several results from this evaluation that differ from the two MovieLens tests. For instance,

in the Microsoft evaluation the relative rank of the regression method, aspect model, LPCA and random

recommender remains constant between both ROC and CROC metrics. Also, the CROC curve areas for all

methods are greater than the ROC areas, indicating that on this domain we can perform strongly according

to the CROC criteria. In contrast, in all the other evaluations we make fewer good recommendations when

adding the CROC constraint.

The Microsoft evaluation gives us an opportunity to examine the benefit of adding user popularity infor-
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mation to an item popularity recommender (embedded within LPCA). The LPCA and user/item popularity

recommender perform identically on the CROC curve: as expected since user information disappears from

the user/item popularity recommender when evaluating according to the CROC criteria. However, in the

ROC curve the combined user/item popularity recommender is inferior to LPCA indicating overfitting on

the part of the user/item popularity method. The overfitting effect is surprising given the simplicity of the

user/item popularity method, i.e. the small number of parameters embedded in the model. We would not

have expected or identified it without evaluation with the LPCA (item popularity) method.

6.2 MovieLens Implicit Rating Testing

Figure 4 shows ROC and CROC plots comparing the person/actor aspect model and a popularity recom-

mender on the MovieLens implicit rating prediction task. The popularity recommender for the ROC plot

is created by substituting the percentage of movies seen by person i for the recommender output for pair:

(pi,mj) as described in Section 4.4. In other words, we list users by their relative activity in rating on the

MovieLens site and recommend all movies to these users in that order. The aspect model is tested with six

dimensions as determined by cross-validation on the training set. For most practical purposes, the popularity

recommender performs as well as the aspect model according to the ROC curve, especially in the region of

interest (the far left-hand side of the graph).

Figure 4 (b) shows the corresponding CROC plots comparing the same methods. The user popularity

recommender becomes a random recommender in the CROC curve. Since this particular evaluation allows

us to apply Theorem 1, the inclusion of the user popularity recommender in the CROC curve serves to test

whether random performance is close to a forty-five degree line in practice. Note that the aspect model

performs noticeably better than the user popularity recommender according to the CROC curve. In drawing

conclusions from the ROC and CROC curves in Figure 4, we see that the aspect model and popularity

recommender have nearly identical performance characteristics in the ROC case. We might expect to see

the same behavior occur in the CROC case, but instead the aspect model is the clear winner. We conclude

that the aspect model demonstrates the ROC curve of the popularity recommender while simultaneously

recommending to a wider user base.

6.3 MovieLens Conditional Rating Prediction Testing

For the MovieLens conditional rating prediction experiments we selected the näıve Bayes model since it has

been used previously on a similar data set [18]. Our preliminary experiments with näıve Bayes confirmed

earlier observations [18] that näıve Bayes is sensitive to sparsity when users have rated fewer than forty
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movies on this type of data (results not shown). In order to better duplicate the prior work in conditional

rating prediction [18] as well as present näıve Bayes enough data to learn from, we perform conditional rating

prediction only for users who have rated forty or more movies in the training set.

Figure 5 shows ROC and CROC plots comparing the näıve Bayes recommender and a popularity recom-

mender on the conditional rating prediction task in a cold start setting. Here we predict that a user rates

a movie 4 or higher (out of 5). This technique of evaluation has been called ROC-4 [27]. The popularity

recommender is created by using the mean rating for each person i as the predicted rating for (pi,mj), for all

mj . The mean rating method outperforms all other methods by ROC standards. As in the implicit rating

prediction task, the mean rating popularity recommender reduces to a random recommender when switching

to the CROC curve, though Theorem 1 does not apply to this evaluation.

In drawing conclusions from Figure 5 we see that user popularity matches the näıve Bayes model by the

ROC evaluation in the region of interest (the left-hand side of the curve). However according to the CROC

evaluation näıve Bayes method is superior to the random recommender (the popularity method). This

leads us to the conclusion that the näıve Bayes algorithm gets similar ROC performance to the popularity

recommender while recommending to a wider set of users.

7 Discussion

We have advocated the use of the CROC curve in addition to the traditional ROC curve in conjunction

with simple popularity-based recommenders as a means to a more complete analysis of recommender system

performance. Decisions about specific recommender system deployment should be made on the basis of

effort and cost balanced by the anticipated benefit. In this section we discuss how our testing methodology

reveals the benefits and disadvantages of systems of varying complexity towards the goal of making informed

deployment decisions.

7.1 Results Confirm Differences between ROC and CROC

A natural question to ask is whether both the ROC and CROC curves are needed in evaluation. One hypoth-

esis is that relative performance on a ROC curve graph is sufficient to tell the whole story of recommender

system performance characteristics. Our results show that this is not the case; in particular our empirical

results demonstrate that ROC and CROC curves can often have no predictive power over each other: e.g.,

they often give conflicting measures, as was the case in the MovieLens implicit rating and conditional rating

prediction evaluation. Even in application domains where unconstrained recommendation is permitted, the
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CROC curve provides valuable information regarding the RS characteristics. The difference in performance

between ROC and CROC curves comes from a re-ranking of recommendations according to constraints;

the output from the individual recommender system algorithms remains unchanged and the definitions of

hit rate and false-alarm rate also remain unchanged. By looking at the CROC curve we learn which RS

algorithms get good ROC performance while recommending to a wide group of users.

The Microsoft evaluation gives us two additional lessons. First we learn that there are domains where

relative performance on ROC and CROC curves are stable. The Microsoft evaluation also shows a case

where CROC standards produce “taller” curves than ROC curves. In general, this behavior may be an

indication that item popularity is a powerful recommender in the domain. In contrast, in the MovieLens

experiments the hit rate falls dramatically switching from the ROC curve to the CROC curve, when holding

the false-alarm rate fixed.

7.2 The Use of Popularity Recommenders

On all ROC plots, some of the simplest methods are competitive with complex machine learning algorithms.

The use of intelligently designed popularity recommenders like the ones employed in our benchmarking are a

key ingredient to interpreting the performance of a ROC curve. Past performance results using the MovieLens

and similar datasets that employ the ROC curve analysis including [13, 18, 31] should be evaluated with

this observation in mind. The Microsoft data set is a case where popularity recommenders, particularly the

item popularity recommenders come out well ahead by both ROC and CROC criteria. The LPCA model

is convenient for such data sets as we can implement an item popularity recommender while quickly testing

higher dimensional structure and ruling it out when necessary. From a recommender system implementor’s

point of view, the primary lesson from the Microsoft data set evaluation is that simpler recommender systems

sometimes give better results.

7.3 ROC/CROC Compared to Alternative Metrics

Could our conclusions about recommender systems be drawn using other traditional performance metrics

such as mean absolute error (MAE) or the ranked list statistics, such as Breese et al.’s [3] R? We argue

that MAE and the R metric can not by themselves be used to replace our two-metric strategy. In the case

of MAE, the metric is not able to adequately evaluate black box ranked list generators since the error is

calculated as the absolute difference between a prediction value and the actual test value (zero or one):

MAE =
1

N

∑

p,m

|pred(p,m)− test(p,m)|, (11)
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where N is the size of the test set and test(p,m) denotes the test set outcome for p and m. The aspect

model is an example of a particular model that would incorrectly suffer from MAE evaluation; the outputs

define a probability distribution over pairs (p,m) that sum to one: each individual P(pi,mj) is relatively

close to zero, hovering near 1/(|P | · |M |) even for relatively large values. This effect using the aspect model

is noted in González-Caro et al. [9], where comparing the relative performance according to MAE indicates

the aspect model is among the worst methods, but according to ROC area the aspect model is among the

best methods tested.

The R statistic variant for implicit ratings [23] bears similarities to the area under the CROC curve,

essentially compressing the performance of all users into one value:

R = 100

∑
pRp∑

pR
max
p

where (12)

Rp =
∑

m

δ(p,m)

2(m−2)/(α−1)
, (13)

δ(p,m) is 1 for positive outcomes in the test set and 0 for negative outcomes, m denotes the index of the m′th

movie in declining order of the prediction, α is the exponential decay, a tunable parameter, and Rmax
p is the

maximum achievable Rp value. The R statistic’s uniform averaging over all users makes it inappropriate for

unconstrained recommender system evaluation. The setting of a tunable parameter (α) and the compression

of individual hit/false-alarm rate tradeoffs into a single statistic are other characteristics of this metric that

distinguish it from both CROC and ROC curves.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we present the CROC diagnostic plot for use in recommender system evaluation, analyze

its theoretical properties and use the plot in empirical evaluation of recommender systems. Results on the

MovieLens data set demonstrate that at times the ROC plot relative rankings of methods differ substantially

from the rankings generated from CROC plots. The results on the Microsoft data set using the CROC curve

are uniformly stronger than those using the ROC curve, indicating that at times constrained recommending

can actually improve the total number of good recommendations made, holding the data set and underlying

recommender system algorithms fixed. Even when the intended application is relatively unconstrained, i.e.

corresponding to the ROC curve, the CROC curve can identify the recommender system’s coverage of the

user base, leading to more accurate and specific conclusions about an algorithm’s performance.

We have not addressed which of the ROC or CROC curve methods provide better evaluation in general

for real-world applications. Unconstrained recommendation as measured by the ROC curve and constrained
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recommendation as measured by the CROC curve define two extremes of a continuum. Allowing the recom-

mendation of all items to a single user, as permitted by the ROC curve is usually unattractive in Ecommerce

applications, since the user who receives such a long list will likely not look past the top few items, and

may get annoyed. On the other hand the CROC curve can also be considered disadvantageous, since it is

reasonable to assume that there will be increased opportunities to market items to more active users; for

instance when they log into a web site. Our thesis in this work is that by applying both metrics to the

evaluation of recommender system algorithms, we discover the unconstrained performance through the ROC

curve and user coverage performance through the CROC curve. In most applications both user coverage

and raw performance are desirable qualities in a recommender system, and since user-coverage and raw

performance can be at odds, quantifying both will lead to better application-specific recommender system

deployment decisions.
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|P | number of observations (people)

|M | dimensionality of data (movies)

|L| dimensionality of latent space

Un` coefficients (|P |×|L| matrix)

V`m basis vectors (|L|×|M | matrix)

∆m bias vector (1×|M | vector)

Θpm = (UV )pm +∆m

Table 1: Notation for the Logistic PCA model.
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P Z M

b)

a)

Figure 1: Graphical model of (a) person/movie aspect model and (b) person/actor aspect model. These

graphs can be interpreted precisely as Bayesian belief networks.
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Random Variable Object Interpretation

P p person

M m movie

A a actor

Z z latent class

Table 2: Notation used in our aspect model descriptions.
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 positive outcomes
observations

(p,m)
all events

  Implicit Rating Outcomes

unobserved events
negative outcomes

(p,m)

low rating

all events

observations

high rating

 positive outcomes

unobserved events

negative outcomes

negative outcomes

Rating Prediction Outcomes

(p,m)

low rating

all events

unobserved eventsobservations

high rating

 positive outcomes negative outcomes

Conditional Rating Outcomes

Figure 2: Division of event space into positive and negative outcomes for implicit rating prediction, rating

prediction and conditional rating prediction modes of recommender system evaluation. Lower levels of the

hierarchies indicate partitioning of the event space.
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Figure 3: Web Log Results: ROC (a) and CROC (b) plots comparing a person/vRoot aspect model,

logistic PCA and a popularity recommender (based on user and vRoot activity) on the implicit rating

prediction task. To generate ROC plot points we increment the number of predictions by 156,898. To

generate CROC plot points we increment the number of URLs predicted for each person by 5.
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Figure 4: MovieLens Results: ROC (a) and CROC (b) plots comparing person/actor aspect model and

a user popularity recommender on the implicit rating prediction task. To generate ROC plot points we

increment the number of predictions by 7803. To generate CROC plot points we increment the number of

movies predicted for each person by 15. The user popularity recommender becomes a random recommender

when evaluating by the CROC scheme.
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Figure 5: MovieLens Results: ROC (a) and CROC (b) plots comparing näıve Bayes and a popularity

recommender (based on user mean rating) on the conditional rating prediction task. To generate ROC plot

points we increment the number of predictions by 425. To generate CROC plot points we increment the

number of movies predicted for each person by 2. The user mean rating recommender becomes a random

recommender when evaluating by the CROC scheme.
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